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in germany, wrtsils sales dropped by 7.2% year-on-year to euro2.23bn in the first nine months of
2021 from euro2.36bn in the corresponding period of 2020. it increased its order intake by 23.1% to

euro7.47bn from euro6.42bn. the companys cash flow from operating activities fell by 6.2% to
euro221.7m from euro239.6m. it expects that demand for its offering will increase considerably year-

on-year in the fourth quarter of 2021. nevertheless, it is still in pole position to be one of the most
important suppliers of rail systems for the medium term. thats because it holds the rights to supply
almost all of the next generation of euro3 machines that will start entering service in 2021-2022.
clearly, its rivals have long sold off their die-cast rights to clients back in 2009, if not earlier. that

means that polish, swedes and others will have to continue to wait to get hold of these machines. it
has already introduced three new locomotive designs, the tep 4.5, tep 4.5h and tep 4.5h4, and is

well advanced with the remaining two, the tep 4.5h5 and tep 4.5h6. these follow on from the tep 5
and tep 5h, which have already proved popular. operating results for the nine months to september
were strong with profits up by 30.3% to eur111.8m, from eur90m for the same period in 2019. this
was mainly driven by the two new locomotive designs. the companys net debt fell by nearly eur2bn
year-on-year to eur7.8bn from eur9.5bn. the best performing markets are mexico and australia. it

expects its order intake to increase by 2020 by 40-60% from the 2019 figures. it expects its revenue
growth to be flat at around 10%, thanks to the strong performance in these markets.
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Slip-Ons represent the first step in the exhaust system tuning process, and they offer a great
balance between price and performance.. Change the nature of your bike by adding more power,

improved performance, and the unique Akrapovic sound.. Race-proven materials.. EC Type Approval.
EPA Noise Compliant. CARB Compliant. Exhaust system is compatible with compatible with BMW side
cases.. When adding the optional header set, the carbon fibre heat shield can not be mounted.. The

exhaust system is compliant with EURO3 regulations.This item fits the following vehicle
applications:compatible with BMW R1200GS 2014-2016compatible with BMW R1200GS Adventure

2014-2016 Live: Over 250 cm per second Efficiency: 100% The Bidalot Racing Factory 50cc WR Derbi
Euro3 cylinder kit meets all of the Euro3 regulations, including the new EURO3 emission standards.

The kit is a major milestone towards higher performance for both solo racers and motorbikes, as well
as much more reliable exhaust systems. The performance is genuine, and we stand by the motto -
Performance is the only reasonable price. The Bidalot Racing Factory 50cc WR Derbi Euro3 cylinder

kit delivers on it, to deliver! 27Piaggio Invision Euro3 36 2008-2011 Bcr, 37 2011-2018 OPC, 39
2013-2018 OPC, 40 2009-2013 Bcr, 40 2014-2016 Bcr, 40 2011-2016 OPC, 40 2010-2016 Bcr, 51

2013-2016 Bcr, 52 2009-2016 OPC, 52 2017-2018 Bcr, 52 2011-2018 OPC 50 bits Crawword M6230
No Longer Available 2412-2522 Part No 2660, 3210, 6203, 6315, 6316, 10251, 10260 5ec8ef588b
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